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Autumn
I found a leaf on the concrete ground
I looked around no nature found
Green replaced by gray
All covered by the roads we pave
I looked around over and over
But the concrete jungle had taken over

Azed Raja
BCS-A-SP15-001

Friend
A person who will listen and advise
In every matter of your life
They will not turn their back
When bad times are at hand
Instead they will always be there by your side
They will think of ways to make you smile
So you can be happy for a while
When times are good and happy there after
They will be there to share the laughter
Do not forget your friends at all
For they pick you up when you fall

Maryam Rehman
SP15-A-BCS-007
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Beauty
Believing the eyes and all is brilliant
Elegantly sowing endless flowers
Abundance of flowers is attractive
Unbelievable and undefined view
Transcendent flowers of tulip
Yielding the peace of mind

Ali Hamza
BCS-A-SP15-013

Life
Life is a beautiful thing
Life is hearing the birds sing
Life is the smiles of others
Life is love between brothers
Life is hearing a baby’s cry
Life is also when people die

Haider Tariq
BCS-A-SP15-022
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Autumn leaf
Was it a crunching sound of my crispy heart?
Or something has just broken apart?
It must be raining over a barren field
A broken, very broken autumn leaf
Wind is taking it to the newest world
And it's following the cursed curl
Not resisting, nor complaining anymore
Taming himself like the blended crayon
Ignoring all the separated parts
That the wind took along its flight
Thinking no thoughts anymore
Just a dead end of unattached rope
Dispersing pieces everywhere
Broken alone and no more miracles appear
Hopeless colorless autumn leaf
You’re dead once your soul is in deep grief
You just sway with the wind now
And let it take you to the world you reap
Taha Bin Ashar
BCS-A-SP15-

7

Truth
Truth pleasant skies
The wind air sighs
Letting loose the leaves
Just like fire flies
Blowing all around
Dropping to the ground
Singing songs of nature
Oh! A wonderful sound
Happy for today
Lonely for tomorrow
Just don't let the air
Drown you in its sorrow
Hamza Shahid
BCS-SP15- A-040

Night
Moon lighten up the night to
The endless sky
Colors of spring,
Spread the fragrance to butterflies.
The building in the coral sea
Floating rivers are edge free
Thin waves spreading out a velvet touch now
Reaching out up to nature's life
Ready for beauty to come inside
Mountain having gold inside
Green hill shows the nature color
Nature is untold story of beauty
Abu Bakar
BCS-SP15-A-19
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Trees
Take a moment to notice
The beauty of the trees
Sit and take a look
At the dancing leaves.
Note the little child
Playfully laughing with a toy
Always so full of energy
Humongous amounts of joy
Adnan Tariq
BCS-SP15-A-100

Flowers
Full of happiness
Lot of joys with flowers
Overfill the beauty of world
Wetness on flowers look like tiny diamonds
Emote inspiration of nature in humans
Recruit us flowers from their fragrance
So let the flower sees around the world
Muhammad Awais
BCS-SP15-A-145
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Beauty of Nature
Take a moment to notice
The beauty of the tree
Sit and take a look
Dancing of the leaves
Fragrance of flowers in garden
Sun shines in the sky
Moon light up at night
Stars blinking at night
Water flows from mountain to rivers
Earth is so beautiful
Take time off your busy life
To glance at the starry night
Nature is genius
So pretty such a sight
Atif Ashraf
BCS-SP15-A-142

Rain
Raining from high
Is blessing from sky
Cleaning the whole world
Including your Eyes
Rana Babar Khan
BCS-SP15-A-139
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A Beautiful Night
There is a sweetness in this cool night
How beautiful is moon that shines bright
The sky is covered with the beautiful stars
Stars look like the small lights on the sky

I hear the voice of the wind
The voice of the wind in the night
It seems that wind is singing songs
All the sorrows disappear after listening to it

These are the best hours of my life
I recall all the beautiful memories
Of what happened in my beautiful life
Which I remembered in a beautiful night

Muhammad Naveed Akram
BCS-SP15-A-058

Memories
Looking towards the beauty of nature
My memories come into my mind
Sitting behind the tree
Listening to the sounds of birds
This is the beauty of nature
The thistles leak their foam at midday
And this is not important, the time it takes is not important.
The voice of deep emotions sounds like music; bring me back to the beauty of nature.
Where the flowers look extremely beautiful
Memories and nature have a deep connection
My mind now says yes this is the beauty of nature; this is the beauty of nature.
Komal Naeem
BCS-SP15-A-121
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Rain
I looked out of the window and saw drops sliding down the window
Drops of rain make me feel what nature has given us
Moments of rain attract me towards the beauty of nature
Rainy days
Rainy nights
Wash the world ultra bright
Rain makes everything alive
Rain rejuvenates the heart
Amna Yousaf
BCS-SP15-A-103

Sun
Bright sun shining down
Shining on the ground
Making a lovely sight
As the beauty glows bright
The twilight begins to set
As the sun reclines to rest

Nouman Nasir
BCS-SP15-A-088
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Flower Street
The wonderful world and beautiful scenes
The attractive scenes, joyful and

lovely

Autumn always stays away from you
Be always happy and sing a song
Velvety and soft petals, you have all
Awesome and beautiful colors, you have all
Lovely fragrance, spread all around
Give pleasure, people all around
Lovely fragrance, spread all around
Give pleasure, people all around
Mughees Ahmed
BCS-SP15-A-076

My garden
I have a garden
Where I can play
It’s really a lovely place
Where lovely things mix and greenery fills the walls
This was my garden
I played here since my childhood
But now as I stare
I only hope one day another child may treasure my garden
As I do
Muhammad Dawood Shahzad
BCS-SP15-A-073
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Spring Breeze
I forget the way you held my hands
The arrangement of your wrist bands
I miss your touch on my tie
Open collar, Not hard to justify
But there comes the spring breeze
Memories appeared just to tease
Without you the nature will never be the same
This everlasting hollow will let you remain
My only love and ultimate need
And I will wait, oh yes Indeed
Usman Haider
BCS-SP15-A-061

Music
Let me listen to music
Persuade the world to listen to it, too
It flows like blood through my body
Carries all the hate away
Provides pleasure wherever it goes
Music is for everyone
Provides happiness to everyone
We can’t see yet we enjoy it
Music is my friend when no one is around
Music influences us all
Music unites us all
The feeling of music
Makes my soul soar high
Muhammad Arslan
SP15-BCS-A-055
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Magic
Manifesting miracles
Achieving your dreams
Granting your wishes
Immersing yourself in fun
Choosing to believe
Momin Khan
BCS-SP15-A-052

Defeated by nature
The sky was bright
By the excellence of moon
So powerful
I fell the ground
Your love
Has made me sure
I am ready to omission
This worldly life
And surrender to the magnificence
Of your being
Muhammad Annas Butt
BCS-SP15-A-046
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Nature
Nature is beauty in the finest way
The smell of flowers makes my day
Nature gives me a graceful smile
With every flower that I see bloom
Without nature in my life
I be filled with gloom
Muhammad Waleed
BCS-SP15-A-034

Nature
Take a moment to notice
The beauty of the tree
Sit and take a look at the
Dancing of the leaves
Smell the fragrance of flowers
in the garden under the
Sun shining in the sky
Moon light up at night
Stars blinking, a capturing sight
Water flows from mountain to rivers
The Earth is so beautiful
Take time off your busy life
To glance at the starry night
Nature is a genius
So pretty, such an awesome sight
Ali Hamza
BCS-SP15-A-028
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Nothing Lasts Forever
My heart beating slowly
My mind working lazily
Tears rolling down my cheeks unconsciously
My thoughts fluttering away
Far, far away from me, those memories fading away
Making me realize that nothing lasts forever
Saad Elahi
BCS-SP15-A-025

Life
Life is a beautiful thing
Life is hearing the birds sing
Life is the smiles of others
Life is love between brothers
Life is hearing a baby’s cry
Life is also when people die
Haider Tariq
BCS-SP15-A-022
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Beauty
Believing the eyes and all is brilliant
Elegantly sowing endless flowers
Abundance of flowers is attractive
Unbelievable and undefined view
Transcendent flowers of tulip
Yielding the peace of mind
Ali Hamza
BCS-SP15-A-013

Teacher
T

Talented personality in my life

E

Educational source

A

Awesome abilities

C Cheerful person
H Habitual of prayer
E Encourages all students
R Respectable for her seniors

Shakeel Tariq
FA14-BSM-B-003
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Nature
Never goes out of style
Attractive like a beautiful woman
Thought provoking for the wise
Unique in itself
Romantic like a beautiful flower
Enjoyable for the whole world
Sajjad Hussain
SP15-BCS-005

Math
Math makes me use my brain
Arithmetic is fun
Time is required for Math
Happy to do it
Applies to all fields of life
Math is too difficult
Asmar Ahmad
FA14-BSM-011
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Love for Nature
Explore the beauty of nature
Where water meets the land and becomes a shore
Water falling from mountains makes us awe
If you have heart, you will even love the flaws
Zohaib Sidiki
FA14-BCS-B-011

Friends
F
R
I
E
N
D
S

Full time enjoyment
Relishing days with them
Independent of worries when in their company
Especial is everyone in our group
Near to my heart
Doing work together
Staying in touch with each other

Adnan Khalil
Fa14-BSM-01

I am a flower

I'm the pride of gardens
Colorful Butterflies enhance my beauty
I'm the favorite topic of poets
I'm the best gift to loved ones
My fabulous color and lovely fragrance rejoice hearts and delights them
I'm symbol of peace and love
I'm a special blessing of nature
Saqib Mushtaq
SP15-BCS-014
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Autumn Season
Autumn is the season of joy
Shown in the summer
Just a taste o f what is to come
The air is wild with leaves
Leaves dying, showing their true characters
They are falling in love with the ground
Beautiful and temporary

Muhammad Haseeb Awan
SP15-BCS-017

Friend
F: Field of love
R: Root of joy
I: Island of God
E: End of sorrow
N: Name of hopes
D: Door for Understanding
Shahid Imran
FA14-BSM-017
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Dreams
The night is good till you sleep
The world is welcoming in you sleep
When the morning comes nothing is good
But when your eyes are closed dreams make you feel good
The dreams of love provide you peace and happiness
They may last only a moment but it gives you strength
Strength for the upcoming day
The Love in your dreams does never change
Time never passes too fast or too slow
Nothing is better and you start to feel happy
Then the sun comes up and you are back to world
The fear of life washes over you
You want to go back into your sleep
Where nothing goes wrong and you are always loved
Shahzeb
SP15-BCS-020

Nature
Flower is the nature’s beauty
Beauty of flower dancing in the air
Colorful flowers like a rainbow floating on the ground
Red, Blue, Pink bands spread here and there
Fragrance of colorful flowers enhances the charm of life
Refreshing my heart and face
Like a sunshine or diamond
Smiling face of flowers showing spring is over here
All flowers are thankful to God for beauty
Umar Javaid
SP15-BCS-026
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Mother
You are my courage
You are my triumph
You are my heart
And its beats
You always know what to say
And what I expect to hear
You overlook my faults
And see the best in me
If I could give you diamonds
For each tear you cried for me
It is very little
You and I know very well
Safi Ullah
SP15-BCS-032

Spring
Spring time, spring time, how do you do
Spring is made of such wonderful things
Sunbeams and tulips and butterfly wings
Red roses and lush trees and colors it brings
Spend time with these things
Enjoy it like it never comes again

Abdullah Munawar
SP15-BCS-038
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Rainy Spring Day
Sprinkling rain
Pouring rain
Raining all day long
I see a bit of blue
Not a minute too soon
Gorgeous spring day

Dawood Hameed
SP15-BCSB-041

Colors of Nature
The color of trees always attracts me
The color of sky always comforts me
The color of sea always pleases me
The color of moon always delight me
The colors of flowers always show the sign of love
And I cannot choose a favorite one

Arsal Asim
SP15-BCS-050
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Winter Snowman
White snow on the grass
Ice in my boots
No school on Monday
Tuesday still no school
Eating snow is yummy
Really warm hot chocolate
Snow is as white as a sheet of paper
Never stay inside
Outdoors is fun making snowballs
Why is snow white
Man I love snow
A snowman is fun to make
No one hates snow
Muhammad Ali Mubashir
SP15 –BCS-056
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Betrayal

She gives you a genuine smile
In reality she is swallowing down her bile
Slowly but surely she creeps up on you
Gaining your trust giving you no clue
Friendship to you is something broad
Not realizing that she is nothing but a fraud
Out of nowhere in the back she stabs
Damaging your trust by her deceiving slaps
Betrayal is the prize of her friendship
Only strength will get you through this hardship
The hurt turns you into a hater
The sick pleasure makes her a traitor
But time heals the pain
Without loss there is no gain
This doesn’t mean everything will be the same
Hoping to trust someone again isn’t lame

Iqra Khalil
SP15-BCS-068
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Computer Game
The sun was shining too bright
Exactly before the clouds, right?
We wanted to go to see flowers
But the clouds started sending shower
After rain the evening came
And we went, riding on a tame
After this my eyes suddenly blinked
And I realized that it is beautiful computer game

M. Danyal
DDP-FA14-BCS/B-077

Arrival of Winter
When the leaves get yellow
You know my dear fellow
It’s the time for winter
So wear jacket, hat and muffler

Snow covers the tops of mountains
The farmers grow wheat on plains
People are sick and sneezing
Because this weather is so freezing

One of the coolest times of the year
Winter season is finally here

Ali Raza
SP15-BCS-095
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Rainbow
After rain the Sky becomes clean and clear
Reflecting the beauty of nature
Then appears what call 'rainbow'
Seven beautiful colors of it depict the facets of life
Red, orange, yellow and green, we see more
With a little of blue, indigo, and violet
All merged into one another as lives of us
Unity of colors and combinations makes a rainbow beautiful
Showing us the beauty and power of being united

Usama Javed
SP15-BCS-098

Rain the Blessing
Suddenly the clouds came
Bringing water with them
And shower it over the whole plain
Making sweet and simple sound
The rain wets the whole ground
The birds are singing lovely songs
And praising their lord

Hasnain Ul Abidin
SP15-BCS-104
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Nature
Upon a nice spring day
Clouds form shapes in the sky
Greenery spread everywhere like green carpet
The grass will poke with your toes
Cool breeze was blowing
Feel the breeze in your hair
Lay on the ground
Take a moment to inhale
And listen to the voice of nature

Shahzaib Ali Awan
SP15-BCS-107

Rose
Sunlight on the petals of rose
Add delight to the beauty of rose
Dew drops on the petals of rose
Shines like the diamond on the rose
Cold breeze flowing through petals of rose
Spread the fragrance of rose everywhere in the air
Fragrance of rose enters the nostrils
Makes the brain full of freshness

Ihtisham Hussain
SP15-BCS-113
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Sunset
As the sun sets down
The magnificence of sunset
Let us know something every day
Let us know life is running like a race
Tells us to pick the right way
Tells us it comes with a new day
Tells us it paints our day
Lets us know wind is blowing
And ask to come and play
Inspired by sunset to make our way

Faizan Tariq
SP15-BCS-122
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Mother
Love of my Mother
Don’t like others
I feel better with her love
Whatever where I am in the world

She loves me when I cry
She buys for me all the toys
She loves me when I go outside
She prays for me day and night

You are very close and dear
In my life you are always near
Your smile guide my way
Give sunshine to light my day

I miss you very much
As I love you very much

Hafiz Ahmer Shahid
SP15-BCS-137
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Life
Endless pains wrath sky
Thunder falls birds die
Eyes swell tears flow
Time passes moral low
Moon comes, sheds light
I'm here in middle of fight
Killing myself saving me
Battle is on! Craving me
I'm the rider I'm the savior....

Blood flows in the sand of hate
Crows caw for the rider's taste
Looking up I run my horse
Rum is full eyes are shore
Smoke of weed covering me
World is cold shivering me
Tiktok covers the sky
Moon is blue saying me hi
Universe is calling me

Devil itself is here for me
Red he is, scaling me
His eyes are happy full of lust
His hands are hot full of dust
Dust of dead and broken dreams

32

He's calling me mashing thoughts
I'm fighting wars on my horse
One sword is in my hand
Rest of them making a band
Band that covers my cold heart
Pouring into old scars
It hurts so much my chest bleeds
I'm harvesting my sown seeds
I'm the farmer of crops of hate
You fear the wolves? I'm their bait
Wolves come and paw my head
Dragging me into the dead
I'm rider not ready to die
Tell the death I say hi
Tell him I'm gonna run to sky
Up so much where he can't find
Moon will be my lives allay
He'll guard me into the sky
I'll rip every hope in me
I'll make it walk the haters flee
I'll look them into eye and say
I'm here for the hell's sake
Muhammad Fahad Masood
SP15-BCS-13
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God’s gift
My friends always stay very close
They ask me thing but don’t impose

They help me when I need
That‘s why we are friends indeed

With me they are totally silly
Because of this we enjoy fully

They make my world joyful
To them I’m thankful

I am very lucky because they are my friends

I pray to God our friendship never ends

Arslan Javed
SP15-BCS-140

Throwback Recalls
“Lying down on my bed

34

Switched the lights off
Feeling like the loneliest person
Nowhere on Earth but Dreams
Flashing back in the past whole year
Those friends’ laughter
Those teachers cracking jokes
Those mischiefs, the canteen
On the top of the roof of the school
Those fights, and then Patch up
Now I have only these at Present
Empty hands, no friends
Sophistication, no mischief
Diving into the sea of tears
Realizing the lacking of my life
Feeling the year gave nothing
But moments to Remember
Closing down my eyes
Slowing down my hands
Running into Tears
That is how I welcome New Year”
Tayyeba Tassawar
SP15-BCS-143

35

Chrysanthemum
Walking in the garden, cherishing nature
I came across one of God’s most beautiful creation
It was a flower like none other
It stood there with the utmost elegance
And a soul refreshing grace
Standing there astonished, amazed
Fearing that the extremism of my feelings
Had got to me and made me insane
But the more I looked the more I was assured
It wasn’t just me but the elegance of the flower
Made me think of you over and over
Because of the unparalleled beauty that you both had in common
I couldn’t help but admire God’s opus
Awestruck I was when I heard the marvel
Chrysanthemum was what it was called
Like similarity in beauty wasn’t already enough
They had the same name though different in utterance
Re drawing the pictures of both the wonders
I still can’t decide who out charms the other

Muhammad Moeed Khalid
BCS-SP15-146
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Spring
When the spring comes
Flowers bloom every where
Dew drops on flowers
Seems like precious pearls
Falling of sun light on dew drops
It spreads attractive colures
Voices of birds seems like a song
They has inviting us to enjoy beauty
Spring is blessing of Allah
Spring is most joyful in all seasons
Bilal Ahmed Rafiqi
SP15-BCS-149

Silent Sight
S Softhearted, you connect emotionally
I Illuminated, in thoughts and emotions
L Limber, flexible in nature
E Exclusive, your vibrant personality
N Nourishing, in every relation
T Tactful, your sharp mind
S Sociable, you spread smiles around
I

Intellectual, ever eager to learn

G Grounded, a quality that defines you
H Heavenly, the blessed soul you are
T Tough, bad times can’t weaken
Huzaifa Khursheed
BCS-SP15-B-086
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Flower Beauty
Fantastic look of flower in the garden
Is the sign of love
Awesome sight of a flower
Refreshes your sad emotion
Flower moving in the air
Welcome the visitors with excitement
Flower is beautiful only for those
Who have inner beauty?
Just like child play with toys
Flower play with emotion

Muhammad Adnan

Loneliness
Look it is loneliness who comes at night
Often in sleep, it sits beside my bed
Never like a tired child and wait her tread
Even I watch her blowing out the light
Looks motionless sitting, beside the bed
It through the sad dark, I get fear
Near breaks on a barren shore, unsatisfied
Every strange wind flows silence goes
Seems turn to loneliness, to take her hand
Should fills with the dreadful monotone of rain
Muhammad Ahmad Bajwa
SP15-BCS-008
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You
I never see a pretty one like you
I never thought anything be like you
You are glooming like stars
You came in my life like a shining stars
Whenever I see you
I fall more for you
Whenever you smile
Actually you make me smile
I am yours
You are mine
You make me happy in a way
No one else can;
I couldn’t believe in love
Until I met you
I have never missed anyone
As much as I miss you
Mirza Hanzala
BCS-SP15-B-110

World of Contrasts
We live in a world of contrasts
The higher and the lower class
Rich the haughty poor the wretch
One worrying about their needs, the other fulfilling their greed
Rich living free from fear of God's anger
Poor living in fear of death by hunger
This is the way our life goes on
Today, tomorrow and so on
Sahar Javaid
BCS-SP15-B-065
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The cage of desire
I extract drop by drop
Life from a living sail
The smoke, the fumes arise
The rose beheaded from the root
Lying in the coffin
Lifeless as a stone
Waiting and waiting every second gone
My heart is saturated
But soul still wants more
My grief my lust over the filth
Has left me with noting
But end of my dawn
It is dark, deep, endless prosecution
But no way out it is a dead end
I laugh when I see such a helpless state
It is useless you cannot escape
Now you wish you would not have entered
Your desires, I once your slave
Now that I imprison you, I do not care
You might try to hide or run away
But I know, I will come back to me one day
Sara M. Ali
BCS-SP15-B-077
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Mother’s love
A mother’s love, none can explain
Enduring devotion of sacrifice and pain
Holding hand, come what may
For nothing can take this love away
The tears, she shed for me
Leave an unpayable debt for me
A light that guide my way
Protect her life, I pray!

Aymen Fatima
SP15-BCS-A-065

On saving nature
I am drop going to the ground
I can't go far,with smoke and tar
Inside me ,I have a life
for the plants and for the seeds
what you have planted on to the ground
tools for suicide,like knife and bar
they are waiting for the life
you are destroying bead by bead
Ghulam Haider
BCS-SP15-A-136
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My thought
Not because i can see
A natural poet I can't be
Truly it is a God's gift
Every word I write don't fit
Don't know why I am unable to
I can't think as a poets do
Because it is done
I am ready to cut and run
Hunain Tahir
BCS-SP15-B-134

Singing Birds
Wondering like free sound in sky
Dancing like morning breeze
Cheering the hopelessness
“Singing Birds”
They sing when happy
They sing when sad
They are most thankful indeed
“Singing Birds”
Helpless but strange at heart
They kiss beautiful flowers
They suck their nectar
“Singing Birds”
Husnain ali
BCS-A-SP15-130
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The Burning Sun
It is a symbol of sacrifice
A blessing for the old ones
Alight of hope for the lost ones
“The Burning Sun”
A friend in need for the trees
A foe indeed for the shelter less
The illuminators of the skies
“The Burning Sun”
A gift of God for cold areas
A test of faith for the hot areas
The most punctual and the most pretty
“The Burning Sun”
Abdul samad
BCS-SP15-A-118

I Love You
I love you
And your lovely smile
You are wonderful, and amazing.
Now you are gone
And I love you even more
I believe you
Goodbye now
Adil M. jamil
BCS-SP15-A-091
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The flowers
They have no ears, but seem to hear
All my cries, my every tear

We smell them and hold them
When bloom is complete
Then pridefully show them
Put rocks on their feet

They’re wild like a wolf
They’re gentle like the breeze
They have a burning honour
And are not eager to please

Farhan Manzoor
BCS-SP15-A-047
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Death
As death has to be called on every being
No stopping, no prediction
Poem about child who demise
Playing at high roof with age fellow brother
Energetic to win the game
But death has no obstruct as we know
Then his brother came to give merriment
Both of his small brother went to see their uncle
But destiny was opposite
Smallest brother dropped off from high roof to ground
No sign of falling just unconscious
Smallest brother was submitted in ICU
Instead of crying in family, Allah give them patience
After year and half family remember him and smiles
As death has its secerts
So death was to make more belief in Allah
Annas Abdullah
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Depression
It comes in slow
It stays to never go
To always be with you
To never let you start a new life
You crave for tears
Your love your fears
Your pleasure is in pain
Your loss is your gain
Like a stone too numb to be hurt
Like a rubble, chaos and dirt
If you fall weak to move on
If you lose faith to believe on
If you let it, that’s how it would grow
Sadness would never let go
Ahsan Butt
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Your place in my life
My life is brilliant, my life is pure
Until you came along and gave your smile
You know how my heart was always fragile
I knew for a while you were my cure
Without you I’ll always feel insecure
I tried to talk to you in different styles
I would run to you even for a mile
I wouldn’t let you go and that I’m sure

I would wait for you till the end of time
Even if seasons change, I’ll remain
I’ll describe you in only one word
Out of everyone here, you are the holy
I never felt any need to see the sun again
Only because your eyes light up my world

Asad ali qamar
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Pain
Why does it have to hurt inside
Why do I have to cry each night
I think I have to walk on by
And I’m starting to lose my sight
What is it that change your mind
Who is it that keeps you blind
Why did you change so fast
Did you really have to leave me blind
I start to think about all we had
And how it turned this way
And I guess I will have to leave side
And turn my fall away
Although my soul will die
Although my heart will cry
I’ve got nothing else to do
I am hurt deep insight
But although I’ll leave your side
You’ll be always on my mind
My heart & soul ache for you
Every day &every night
You’re my never ending love
The love that keeps me alive
You’re the one I’ll love forever
Although it hurts inside
Nida Akbar
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